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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE 1ST CLASS AT Kamrup(M).

Present: ARPITA KAR, A.J.S.

              

                                       G.R.NO.8043/11

                              U/S 120(B)/468/420 I.P.C.

 

   STATE OF ASSAM

            Vs

1. Sri Subhendu Sekhar Roy

2. Sri Hemanta Kr. Das

3. Sri Dwepen Sarma

..............Accused Person.

Advocate Appeared:-

           

      For Prosecution: Smti. S. Yasmin

      For Defence: Mr.Z.Alam, Sri N.D Sarmah, E.K. Ahmed, Sri D,P,Dutta, 

Smti. N. Goswami, Smti. S. Bhowmik,Sri S.K.Das, Sri B.N. Kumar.

Charge Framed on: 14.09.2016

Evidence recorded on: 01.04.2017, 21.06.2017.

Arguments heard on: 10.07.2017

Judgment delivered on: 10.07.2017
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J U D G M E N T

1. Prosecution story in brief is that Sri  Gunajit Bayan, who is the 

manager operations RGVN(NE) Microfinance Ltd. has alleged that 

six  cheques  bearing  No.  766780,  996122,  996128,  996124, 

996125,996126  dated  02.08.2011,  12.08.2011,  23.08.2011, 

12.08.2011, 23.08.2011, 23.08.2011 which were in custody of Mr. 

S.S.  Roy  the  then  Branch  Manager  of  RGVN(NE)  Microfinance 

Limited  have  been  withdrawn fraudulently  from SBI,  Guwahati 

University  branch.  The  said  cheques  were  not  issued  to  their 

clients. Self cheque No.766780 for Rs.10,000/- was written by Mr. 

Dwipen  Sarmah,  credit  officer  of  RGVN(NE)  Microfinance  Ltd. 

Cheque  No.  996122  and  996126  for  RS.10,000/-  each  were 

written by Mr. Hemanta Kr. Das General purpose staff of Jalukbari 

Branch and the five cheques issued appears to be fictious which 

was recommended for sanctions by Mr. Dwipen Sarmah, Credit 

officer.

 

2. The case was registered as Jalukbari P.S. case No. 604/11 was 

registered and investigated into.  During Investigation  seizures 

were made by the police. On completion of the investigation the 

I.O. has submitted the Charge sheet U/S 120(B)/468/420 I.P.C. 

against the accused Sri Subhendu Sekhar Roy, Sri Hemanta Kr. 

Das and Sri Dwepen Sarma.

3. The defence Story is of total denial. On their appearance before 

the Court copies of relevant documents were furnished to them 

as per sec 207 Cr.P.C. Upon hearing both sides and after perusal 

of  C.D.  prima  facie  materials  U/S  120(B)/468/420  I.P.C.  were 

found against the accused Sri Subhendu Sekhar Roy, Sri Hemanta 

Kr. Das and Sri Dwepen Sarma and accordingly charges under the 

said sections were framed.  The particulars  of  the charges U/S 
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120(B)/468/420  I.P.C.  were  read  over  and  explained  to  the 

accused to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4. During trail prosecution side examined 2 P.W.s. The statement of 

the accused is recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. They denied to adduce 

any D.W.

5.  I heard arguments for  both sides  and also perused the case 

record. 

6. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:-  

A. Whether the accused on or about 23.08.2011 and on several other 

days prior to that at Jalukbari under Jalukbari P.S. criminally conspired  for 

cheating by dishonestly forging 6 numbers of cheques?

B. Whether on or about the same date, time and place the accused in 

has   committed  forgery  of  cheques  bearing  number  7667801,  996122, 

996128, 996124, 996125 and 996126?

C. Whether on or about the same date, time and place the accused 

induced the banker of SBI University branch to deliver a total amount of 

RS.60,000/- to them?

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:-

7. P.W.1,  Sri  Gunajit  Bayan deposed that  he  knows  the accused. 

Accused Subhendu Sekhar Roy was the Branch Manager of RGVN, 

CSP. The said organisation was engaged in the business of giving 

loan to poor persons. The cheques, receipts, registers and other 

valuable  documents  remained  in  the  custody  of  the  branch 

manager.  Dwipen  Sarma  was  the  credit  officer  and  Hemanta 

Sarma was the G.P.S.  of  the said organisation.  In the year of 

2011, 6 cheques were missing from the branch and after enquiry 
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they came to know that those cheques were encashed. P-39-56 

of  their  registers  were  also  missing.  Then  they  developed 

suspicion on the branch manager and the GPS for which the F.I.R. 

exhibited as Exbt-1 was lodged. He admitted his signature on the 

F.I.R. and the same is exhibited as Exbt-1(1). The seizure list vide 

which the loan sanction register, cheque issue register etc were 

seized is  exhibited as Exbt-2 and his  signature is  exhibited as 

Exbt-2(1).

             In his cross-examination he deposed that Dwipen Sarma 

was not present in the branch when he came to know about the 

occurrence. He stated that Hemanta Das was the peon and he 

does not know the qualification of Hemanta Das. He stated that 5 

cheques were in the name of the client and one self-cheque was 

there. He admitted that although there was an office enquiry but 

he  has  not  submitted  the  report  of  the  said  office  enquiry  in 

Court. He stated that the cheques went missing from the branch 

manager. He further stated in his further cross-examination for 

Subhendu  Sekahr  Roy  that  after  filing  the  case  an  amicable 

settlement was entered between them and the deed of the said 

agreement  is  produced  and  exhibited  as  Exbt-A  wherein  he 

admitted his  signatures which are exhibited as Exbt-A(1),  A(2) 

and A(3). He has also identified the signatures of the witnesses 

on Exbt-A, which are said to be the signatures of Prahlad Deka 

and Pallabi Talukdar whose signature are exhibited as Exbt-A(4) 

and A(5), who are the officials of their company. He stated as an 

amicable  settlement  has  already been entered  between them 

hence he is not willing to proceed further with the case.

8. P.W.2,  Sri  Shiva  Prasad  Phukan  deposed  that  at  the  time  of 

occurrence he was the head auditor.  Accused Subhendu Sekhar 
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Roy was the Branch Manager of RGVN, CSP, Jalukbari. The said 

organisation was engaged in the business of giving loan to poor 

persons.  The  cheques,  receipts,  registers  and  other  valuable 

documents  remained  in  the  custody  of  the  branch  manager. 

Dwipen Sarma was the credit officer and Hemanta Sarma was the 

G.P.S. of the said organisation. Their organisation used to provide 

micro loans. 6 cheques went missing from their branch. As per 

the general rules branch manager signs the cheques after getting 

the form for loan and the area manager pre-signs the same. In 

their cheque issue register it was shown that the said cheques 

were disbursed but the pages of the said register went missing. 

The missing cheques were misused by the accused by encashing 

the same. They came to know about the same in bank reconcile 

statement and thereafter the case was filed.

          In his cross-examination he stated that he has not 

checked under whose signature the cheques were encashed and 

he does not know if the branch manager asked the peon to write 

the cheques. He stated that the cheques were not lost from the 

custody  of  Dwipen  Sarma.  He  stated  that  he  knows  that  the 

matter has been amicably settled between the parties.

9. From the aforesaid discussions and evidence on record it is clear 

that  P.W.1  stated  that  the  case  was  lodged  as  they  develop 

suspicion on the branch manager. The P.W.2 admitted that the 

cheques were not lost from the custody of Dwipen Sarma. The 

said missing cheques are not produced and exhibited in this case. 

Also there is no FSL report exhibited in this case to show that the 

cheques were forged by the accused. Also the P.W.s stated that 

the case has been amicably settled between them. In view of the 

above discussions it cannot be said that the cheques were forged 

or misused by the accused in order to commit cheating. 
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10. In view of the above discussion it is held that the prosecution side 

has failed to prove the case against the said accused person U/S 

120(B)/468/420 IPC.

11. Accused Sri Subhendu Sekhar Roy, Hemanta Kr. Das and 

Sri Dwepen Sarma are acquitted from the charges of this 

case U/S 120(B)/468/420 I.P.C. and set at liberty.

12. The accused are directed to furnish fresh bail bonds as per sec 

437A Cr.P.C. and until the submission of the fresh bail bonds the 

previous bail  bonds executed by the accused and the sureties 

shall remain in force.

13. Seized articles are allowed to be returned to the owner on proper 

identification by the I/O in due course. 

14. Judgment  is  pronounced  in  open  court.  Case  is  disposed  on 

contest.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the     10 th     day of 

July,2017 at Kamrup(M).    

           Judicial Magistrate 1  st   Class, Kamrup(M).  
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  A P P E N D I X.

1. Prosecution Witnesses  :-

    P.W.1: Sri Gunajit Bayan

    P.W.2: Sri Shiva Prasad Phukan.

   

    

2. PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:-  

Exbt-1: F.I.R.

  Exbt-2: Seizure list.

 

3. DEFENCE WITNESSES:-  

None.

4. DEFENCE EXHIBITS :-  

     None.

Judicial Magistrate 1  st   Class, Kamrup(M).  


